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Abstract: Properties of operators in a C*-algebra )(HB  have been studied by many researchers in operator 

theory. This paper is an investigation of the numerical ranges of operators in )(HB . We show that zero is in 

the algebraic numerical range of an operator in )(HB  if and only if that operator is orthogonal to the identity 

operator. We then show that the algebraic numerical range of an operator in )(HB  is convex and is also 

equal to the closure of the spatial numerical range of that operator. We employ the inner products of vectors in 

a Hilbert space H  as well as the properties of the states in )(HB  in obtaining our results.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This Let H  be a complex Hilbert space with inner product ,  and T  a bounded linear operator on 

H . The spatial numerical range of )(HBT  is the set  

}.1,:,{)( xHxxTxTW  

The maximal numerical range of )(HBT  is the set 

}.,1,,:{)( TTxxxTxTW
nnnno

 

An element T  of a C*-algebra )(HB  is said to be positive if it is Hermitian and if R)(T , 

where R  is the set of positive real numbers. We write 0T  to mean that T  is positive. The set of 

all positive elements of )(HB  is denoted by )(HB .  

A function f  on )(HB  is a linear form if it maps elements of )(HB  into C . The set of all linear 

forms on )(HB  is denoted by )'(HB . The linear form f  is said to be positive on )(HB  if 

0)( *TTf , for all )(HBT .  

A state, f , on the C*-algebra )(HB , with unity 1, is a positive linear functional of unit norm. 

Therefore, if f  is a state on )(HB , then it is in the dual of )(HB , and ff 1)1( . The set of 

all states on )(HB  is denoted by 

}1)1(:)'({))(( ffHBfHBS . 

If )(HBT , then the algebraic numerical range of T  is the set defined by 

))}((:)({)( HBSfTfTV . 

Let H  be a separable infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space. Then a finite operator is an 

operator )(HBT  for which 
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)()(0 STTSWSTTSW
o

, 

for all )(HBS . The class of all finite operators is denoted by . A generalized finite operator is 

defined by 

}1)(1:)()(),{()( WSSWHBHBTSH , 

for all )(HBW .  

If )(, HBTS , then S  is orthogonal to T , written TS , if and only if TST  for all 

C.  

Williams [4], and Mecheri [3], have worked on finite operators. Williams also considered the 

orthogonality of an operator in a Banach algebra. Agure [1], [2] has worked on the numerical ranges 

and norm of derivations. It has been stated in [4] and [3] that the class of finite operators is uniformly 

closed, contains every normal operator, every operator with the compact direct summand, and the 

entire C*-algebra generated by each of its members.  

In this paper, some results on orthogonality and the numerical range of an element of an algebra are 

highlighted. It is also proved that the algebraic numerical range )(TV  of an operator )(HBT , is 

convex, compact, and that it is equal to the closure of the spatial numerical range )(TW . 

A proof of theorem 4 in [4] is also presented. 

As usual, H  will represent a complex Hilbert space, and )(HB  the algebra of all bounded linear 

operators on H .  

2. ORTHOGONALITY OF OPERATOR 

Williams [4] has proved that 0  is in the algebraic numerical range of )(HBT  if and only if T  is 

orthogonal to the identity operator, )(HBI . Below is the proof of this theorem. Recall that if 

)(, HBTS , then S  is orthogonal to T , written TS , if and only if TST  for all 

C.  

Theorem 2.1.  

Let )(HBT . Then )(0 TV  if and only if T  for all C  where 

))}((:)({)( HBSfTfTV   

Proof.  

If )(0 TV , then there exists an ))(( HBSf  such that 0)(Tf  and ff 1)1( . Now, 

0)(Tf implies that )(Tf , or )( TIf . Taking the norm on both sides, then 

TITIfTIf )(  . 

Therefore TI  for all C .  

Conversely, assume that TI  for all C . Define a positive linear functional f  on the 

span of I  and T  by )( ITf . Then it can be shown that f  is linear, positive, and that 

ff 1)1( , 0)(Tf .  

First, 
2** ,,)()( TxTxTxxxTTTTf . This shows that f  is positive. 

Also, 1,,)(
2

xxxxIxIf .  

Next, fIfIf )(1 . That is 1f . 
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Also, ITxxITxxITITf )(,)()( .  

Therefore, ITITf )(  and this shows that 1f . Therefore 1f  and f  is thus 

a state.  

Finally 

.)(,,,,,)()( TfxxxTxxxxTxxxITITf  

This shows that .)()( TfITf  But also, .)( ITf   

Therefore )(Tf which shows that 0)(Tf , or )(0 TV .     

The following results as found in [4] are immediate from the theorem 2.1. 

Corollary 2.2.  

)(TV  consists of those complex numbers  for which IT )( . 

Corollary 2.3.  

)(TV  is equal to the convex hull of )(T  if and only if  

)(TT , 

 for all C. 

3. THE CONVEXITY OF ALGEBRAIC NUMERICAL RANGE 

It will now be proved that the algebraic numerical range, )(TV , of )(HBT , is convex, and that it 

is contained in the closure of the ordinary numerical range )(TW .  

Theorem 3.1.  

The algebraic numerical range, )(TV , of )(HBT  is convex. 

Proof.  

It will be shown that if )(,
21

TV  and )1,0( , then  

)()1(
21

TV . 

 Let )(,
21

TV . Then there exists states 
21

, ff  such that )(
11

Tf  and )(
22

Tf  where 

)(HBT  and 
11

1)1( ff , 
22

1)1( ff .  

Define f  on )(HB  by )()1()()(
21

TfTfTf . It can be shown that f  is a positive linear 

functional, and that ff 1)1( . 

 First, it will be shown that f  is a linear functional.  

Let C
21

,  and )(,
21

HBTT . Then 

))(())((

)}()1()({)}()1()({

))()1(())(())()1(())((

)}()1()({)}()1()({

)()1()()(

2211

2221212111

222212121111

222221112111

22112221112211

TfTf

TfTfTfTf

TfTfTfTf

TfTfTfTf

TTfTTfTTf
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This shows that f  is linear. 

Next, it will be shown that f  is positive.  

Now, 0)()1()()( *

2

*

1

* TTfTTfTTf , since 0)( *

1
TTf  and 0)( *

2
TTf  

Thus 0)( *TTf  for all )(HBT . 

This shows that f  is positive. 

Next, 

1)1()()1()()(
21

IfIfIf . 

Finally, it will be shown that 1f . 

Now, 

fIfIf )(1 . That is 1f . 

Also, 

.11)(1)(

)()1()()()1()()(

21

2121

IIfIf

IfIfIfIfIf
   

That is, 1f . 

Therefore, 1f . 

Thus it is concluded that )(TV , hence )(TV  is convex.       

 

Theorem 3.2. 

 )()( TWTV  

Proof.  

Here, it will be shown that )()( TWTV  and )()( TWTV . 

Agure [2], has proved that 

(3.1)   )()( TWTV . 

Thus it will only be proved that )()( TWTV . 

Let )(TW . Then there is a sequence 
1

}{
nn

x  of unit vectors in H  such that 

nnn xTx ,
lim

 and TTx
nn

lim
, 

for all )(HBT . 

Define a functional f  on )(HB  by 
nnn xTxTf ,

lim
)( , that is )(Tf . 

It will be proved that f  is a state on )(HB . 

First, f  is linear since if )(, HBTS  and C,  then, 
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).()(,,

,,,)()(

imim

imimim

ll

lll

TfSfxTxxSx

xTxxSxxxTSTSf

nnnn

nnnnnn

nn

nnn

 

Also, f  is positive since 

0}{,,)()(
22**

limlimlim
TTxTxTxxxTTTTf

nnnnn
nnn . 

Next, for )(HBI , 1}{,,)( 2
limlimlim

nnnnn
xxxxIxIf nnn  

Finally, it will be shown that 1f . 

Now, TxTxxTxTf
nnnn

nnn
limlimlim

,)(   

This shows that 1f . 

Also, fIfIf )(1 . That is 1f . 

Therefore )(TV  and hence 

(3.2)    )()( TWTV . 

From equation 3.1 and equation 3.2, it is seen that )()( TWTV .      

4. FINITE OPERATORS 

Williams has stated in theorem 4 in [4], that for an operator )(HBT , T  is finite , 

1inf ISTTS
S

 for all )(HBS  there exists a state f  such that )()( STfTSf  for 

all )(HBS . 

These equivalent conditions will be proved here. 

Theorem 4.1.  

For an operator )(HBT , the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) )(HBT  is finite. 

(ii) 1inf ISTTS
S

 for all )(HBS , 

(iii) There exists a state f  such that )()( STfTSf  for all )(HBS . 

Proof.  

First it will be shown that )()( iii . 

From the definition of finite operators, if )(HBT  is finite, then 1ISTTS  for all 

)(HBS . This is equivalent to 1inf ISTTS
S

. 

Next, it will be shown that )()( iiiii . 

If f  is a state on )(HB , then, ISTTSISTTSfISTTSf )(  for all 

)(HBS . This shows that )(inf ISTTSfISTTS
S

. 

Therefore IISTTSf 1)( . That is IISTTSf )( , or 
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IISTfTSf )()( . This shows that )()( STfTSf  for all )(HBS . 

Finally, it will be shown )()( iiii . 

Now, )()( STfTSf  for all )(HBS  implies that 0)()( STfTSf  for 

all )(HBS  That is, 0)( STTSf  for all )(HBS . This shows that 

)(0 STTSV  for all )(HBS , and hence )(HBT  is finite.     

5. CONCLUSION  

This paper has employed the inner products of vectors in a Hilbert space H  as well as the properties 

of the states in )(HB to show that zero is in the algebraic numerical range of an operator in )(HB  if 

and only if that operator is orthogonal to the identity operator. We have also shown that the algebraic 

numerical range of an operator in )(HB  is convex and is also equal to the closure of the spatial 

numerical range of that operator. One may also study more about the spectrum of operators in this C*-

algebra. 
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